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A ROBUST ENVIRONMENT FOR PROGRAM DEVELO~MENT * 
by 

Harald Jeffrey Goldberg 

ABSTRACT 

Thie thesis examin~s the problems of debugging and 
user programming environment and proposes a scheme 
development environment can be protected. 

preservation of the 
by which the program 

Typically, designers of timesµared or multiprogram~d computer systems 
only consider inter-user interference as a source of problems and do not worry 
about what users do in their own environm~nta. ,Thus,. ua,ers can, by writing 
incorrect programs, cause the destruction of the prot~8,lll1Jling environment and 
personal data bases. A protection scheme is proposed that satisfies the needs 
of the user by employing a protection mechani$11l, rings, that allows the 
program development environment to be prote~ted from user written programs and 
yet be outside of the superviaor. HaYing these pi;ograms outside the 
supervisor satisfies the goals of creating a "security kernel", which is a 
supervisor containing ~ly security related programs. 

The thes:l,s presents a model of the ue-er environment wherein the concept 
of a "procedurai package0 is explained. The procedural. package contains not 
only the code for the procedure, but in addition~ envi,ronment components 
necessary for the proper execution of the procedure such as dynamic, static, 
and allocate/free storage. The thesis describes the "inter-procedure 
interference" problem in terms of the model and pi::opoees an ideal solution 
based on a domain architecture. Problems with the ideal solution are 
presented and an alternate solution suggested. 

In addition, the thesis identifies and discusses, in .detail, environments 
that are needed to control a user's. process, and examill.es error signalling 
mechanisms, particularly in their use in an environment like the one proposed 
to solve the inter-procedure interference problem. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

The need for increased efficiency in the use of large systems led 

to the development of multiprogrammed systems. This led the way to the 

development of interactive timesharing systems. Of major concern in the 

design of these systems was the separation of users so that one user 

could not affect the programs, data, or operation of others and yet 

users could still be allowed controlled sharing. This concern evolved a 

frame of mind which based system design decisions on whether or not a 

user, by any action, could affect the system or another user. 

Self-annihilation (of programs) was considered legal and permissible 

under these rules as long as this could not affect the system security. 

It is this "laissei faire" attitude towards user programs that is 

dealt with in this thesis. Systems should provide some self-protection 

mechanisms to help users detect and limit the scope of errors, thus 

speeding up the development of programs. This thesis describes how to 

accomplish this goal by employing a protection mechanism (rings) to 

protect a "program execution environment", contatning program support 

functions, from user-written programs. 
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1.1 Motivation 

As hardware costs come down, tile cost of software begins to 

dominate the cost of a COft\puter based product. Helping the programmer 

would therefore reduce software expense and project cost. Numerous 

methods of helping a programmer write a correct program the first time 

have come about and/or are being studied including high-level languages, 

structured programming, module specification, and a programmer's 

apprentice (see "Related Work" section). In the long run, current 

research might pay off; but until that happens many programmers will 

face the problem of debugging their software in the "old fashioned" way. 

The proposed p·rogram execution environment will help programmers 

catch errors during testing and limit the scope of those errors. This 

capability will undoubtedly speed up preg-ram development and thus reduce 

software cost. 

Unfortunately, programs are never completely bug free even after 

years of development. Constant upgrading and changing patterns of use 

may exercise portions of a program that were not considered important 

and therefore not thoroughly tested at the time of the first writing. 

To help in these situations a protected program execution 

environment can be employed that would be safe from user program 

modification and could notify the user immediately upon detection of an 
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error instead of letting the.error propagate and cause more extensive 

damage. This monitoring will be referred to as "guarded execution". 

Program development and guarded execution justify the work done in 

this thesis, in general. However, the actual motivating force that led 

to this research was the Multics kernel design project being carried on 

in the Computer Systems Research division of Project MAC at M.I.T. 

(presently the M.I.T. Laboratory for Computer Science) (Schroeder 75]. 

Appendix A contains a brief discussion of that work and should be 

reviewed if the reader is unfamiliar with the concepts. In summary, 

certification of correctneas of the security featutes of the supervisor 

would be easier if the supervisor were made smaller. Modules unrelated 

to security would be removed from the superviB'O'r and placed in the user 

domain. This increase in the number of support modules existing in the 

user domain increases the fragility of the user domain and the possible 

scope of damage that errors can cause there. Thus program development 

becomes a more difficult task. 

The combination of the requirements of certification and the 

traditional "don't care" attitude of the systems developers (described 

in the introduction) resulted in the research reported in this thesis. 
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1.2 Plan of the Thesis 

The thesis proper begins in chapter 2 with the description of a 

basic model of a process in a multiprogramm.ed timesharing system, in 

which Supervisor/User modes are briefly discussed. The User domain is 

then dissected into procedural packages containing basic environment 

components (as 9pposed to functions) and the problems of access by the 

wrong procedure to those components are discussed. Efficiency 

considerations that led to the coalescing of distinct components into a 

single object on a particular system are discussed and studied. How 

this coalescing aggravates the problems of incorrect 

envirorunent components is explained. 

access to 

An ideal solution to the inter-procedure interference problem is 

proposed wherein each procedure would exist in its own protection domain 

and could not affect any of the environment components of another 

procedure. Some basic problems of complexity and efficiency of using 

this approach are discussed. 

A new model of the user domain based on functional units is then 

described in chapter 3. The concept of support routines and command and 

control routines are explained. A new, simpler solution to the 

inter-procedure interference problem is proposed in which the support 

routines are protected as a unit. A mechanism for implementing this new 

proposal is then discussed. 
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Chapter 4 takes a closer look at the support routines and offers 

suggestions for their proper coding so that their protection is 

facilitated. Examples of major modules that need not exist in the 

supervisor and could benefit from protection in the user domain are 

discussed. 

In chapter 5 the programs that a user controls a process with, the 

command and control routinef\J, are studied in detail. Command line 

processing and process control are discussed. The reason for protecting 

these routines is explained and possible methods of protection are 

considered, including a separate process "front end" approach. 

Chapter 6 discusses error signalling mechanisms and their problems. 

These problems can be ignored in a single domain implementation but must 

be considered in order for a multi-domain environment (such as the one 

proposed in this thesis) to work. 

Finally, chapter 7 presents conclusions, a summary of results, and 

comments about a test implementation. 

research are also discussed. 

Possible areas for future 

Appendix A contains a detailed discussion of certification and 

explains why reducing the size of a system supervisor facilitates 

verifying its correct operation. 
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1. 3 Related Work 

This research was motivated by the kernel design work in the 

Computer Sy6teas llaaeatrch d.ivision of ,PwaJ~t . ·MAC at MIT (now the 

Laborat~ry for Computer Science). {Sc;hr.oeder 75) diacusaes the CSR 

kernel design. prQject and the. -.e~hod of atta~k. {.Jan son 71+ 1 .and 

[Bratt 75] describe how pr~gritas !=•aponaiale .fqr ciyna1aie linking and 

namespace management. rea.pectively., c.aa be l'ftOVed from, aAd thus 

simplify the supervisor. [Montgomery 76b] discusses how process 

creation can be partially removed from the supervisor thus aiding in the 

simplification goals. 

Many researchers are investigating tecbai4ues to prove programs 

correct and/or help users write correct programs. [Parnas 72a] 

describes module specification techniques. [Liskov 76} is developing a 

language, CLU, which is thoroughly type-checked with hopes that it will 

prevent (or reduce) programming errors and allow automatic program 

:verification. 

manipulated by type maaaaers .or "CLUst.era'' a1"1 . prievent:& all othe·r 

programs but the appropriate type man41J98ll• .U:.-,dj,rectly touc:hing .the 

"insides" of the extended type object. [Hewitt] describes a 

programmer's apprenti.ce which should help a program writer avoid such 

errors as incorrect number of parameters to subroutines and wrong types 

of arguments, thus maintaining consistency of specifications, and answer 

the programmer's questions about dependencies between modules. 
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There are many theses and papers related to the ideal solution 

presented in chapter 2, which is basically a domain architecture. 

[Dennis 64] and [Dennis and Van Horn 65] describe spheres of protection. 

[Schroeder 72] describes the hardware that could support mutually 

suspicious domains. [Redell 74] discusses type extension and revokable 

capabilities. [Jones 73] describes capabilties in a very formal sense. 

The concepts of command and control environments are discussed in 

this thesis. The General Eiectric Mark II time-sharing [Montgomery 76a] 

is an example of a system which contains these functions in supervisory 

code which I claim is unnecessary given the proposed protected 

environment within the user domain. [IBMCP] is an example of a system 

that contains the control environment, but not the command processor, 

within the supervisor. [TENEX] contains the command processing 

functions coded as system calls while the program that accepts user 

commands is in the user domain. [NSW] and [DCS] are examples of current 

research that promote the approach of a front end processor. 

Of course there is much literature on Multics but I have chosen 

[Organick 72] for an overall description of concepts although the 

details have changed somewhat, and [TR123] because of its extensive list 

of references. [Schroeder and Saltzer 72] describe the ring hardware in 

use on Multics today. 

Debugging and maintaining the user's process is of prime 

consideration in this thesis. Having a debugger protected from user 

written code certainly helps in the job of debugging and guarantees that 
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some portion of the process is preserved despite user programming 

errors. [IBMCP] has a primitive debugger in supervisory code that is 

protected. The debugging system, "NURSI~", described by Gould [Gould 75] 

is more extensive than the IBM debugger, but it too is in the 

supervisor. Yates' thesis [Yates 62] contains a proposal for a 

protected debugger that would be an "administrative routine", which is 

also in the supervisor. A better approach is found in [PSN25] and 

[PSN26] which proposes to protect a debugger in the user domain using 

user controlled base and bound registers on [CTSS] . This approach is 

much like the ring structure proposed in this thesis. 
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Chapter Two 

The Process Model and the User Domain 

In order to describe more accurately the details of this research, 

a model of a user's computation is needed. The model chosen was based 

on the Multics system; however, there are not that many Multics specific 

items in the model. Those items that are not present in a given system 

can simply be ignored without loss of applicability. The model is 

intended to reflect a typical process in a multiprogrammed computer 

environment. 

The term "process" appears throughout this thesis. The association 

one should make with this word, while read0ing this thesis, is an active 

agent, a processor (real or virtual, i.e. multiplexed), following a 

sequence of instructions. The past, present, and future effects of the 

instructions executed is a process. The terms "procedure" and "program" 

are used interchangeably, as are the terms· "parameter" and "argument". 

-17-
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2.1 Supervisor and User Domains 

First the process is broken down into two scopes of access, or 

"domains", namely "supervisor" and "user", as shown in figure 2.1. The 

figure is intended to indicate that the access privileges of the user 

domain are a subset of the privileges of the supervisor domain. The 

access privileges of the supervisor include access to 1/0 channels and 

devices, which may be controlled by a different means from data access. 

(1) All interrupts and faults are directed to the supervisor domain so 

that it may properly control the user domain and 1/0. There may be one 

or more real or virtual (multiplexed) processors executing the process, 

but for simplicity only a single processor is assumed. 

Now the user domain is examined, which is where the problem being 

attacked exists. 

(1) For example, Multics uses a privileged state bit in the processor to 
allow execution of 1/0 instructions. PDP/ll's have no 1/0 instructions; 
the device registers are addressed as memory locations. 
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2.2 Dissecting the User Domain 
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The user domain is considered to be the collection of procedures 

that execute there. The code is not the only item that allows a 

procedure to function. though. The description of the user domain will 

consist of what environment is "seen" by programs that run in that 

domain. The user domain is examined in this peculiar way so that the 

program interference problem can more accurately and precisely be 

described. 
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Programs nre viewed as "prtcknp,es" conta.i.nlng the code and 

additional objects that are needed for execution. This section 

identifies those objects that make up the environment necessary for most 

program execution. Much of the environment has been established as 

conventions, but these conventions are indeed necessary for the proper 

execution of programs written in higher level languages. Only passive 

objects are mentioned in this analysis. Functionality that exists 

because of either user or system programs is simply and grossly 

categorized as user programs accessible via call, and supervisory 

programs accessible via gates (an abstract entity for supervisor calls). 

The passive objects that this research has identified are small in 

number, but are intended to capture a particular view of the process 

which will be examined shortly. The components are 1) dynamic storage, 

2) allocate/free storage, 3) "own" storage, 4) parameter list, 5) 

parameters, 6) linkage, and 7) databases. 

The dynamic storage area 

automatically allocated each 

is where 

time a 

blocks of storage 

procedure in called, 

are 

and 

automatically freed when the procedure returns. The class of storage is 

known as "automatic" in PL/I. Temporary work areas are typically 

allocated in this area. The allocate/free area is where blocks of 

storage are allocated and freed under direct program control. These 

allocated blocks remain in use even after the procedure that performed 

the allocation has returned. A typical use for this type of area is for 

the allocation of 1/0 buffers and 1/0 access method control blocks (e.g. 
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the index of an ISAM file). "-Own" storage, or internal static, is 

automatically allocated upon first entering a procedure and is not 

usually released. The allocation may be implicit, since some systems 

provide this storage class as a physical part of the executing program 

(impure procedures). A typical use for this type of storage is for 

saving information between program invocations, such as whether the 

procedure has initialized a data base, or pointers to blocks of 

Allocate/Free storage. (2) 

The parameter~ identifies arguments to the called procedure, 

and may include descriptions of these arguments including type and 

length information. The parameters themselves are typically located in 

some storage external to the called procedure. A linkage section, or 

transfer vector, is used to bind named objects to physical machine 

addresses. Finally, the last component of the procedural package is the 

collection of ~bases that are in use by programs. On some systems 

this component can be considered the open files for the program. 

Note that only the parameters and databases are, or need to be, 

external to the procedural package; the other components either should 

exist only in the procedural package, or be copied in. In no case 

should these other components be referenced by external procedures 

unless explicitly passed as parameters. The violation of this maxim is 

exactly the problem that this thesis examines in the next section. 

(2) The compil~r does not know the address of Allocate/Free blocks 
because the programmer may allocate them in any procedure and pass 
pointers around. The compiler, however, assumes that internal static is 
allocated in a certain place, possibly pointed to by a register. 
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2.3 The Problem 

The reason for discussing this particular breakdown of the program 

execution envirorunent is that implementation of the specified components 

tend to cause unnecessary common mechanisms between procedures in the 

user domain. For instance, the dynamic storage area is typically 

implemented as a single object shared between programs - the "stack". 

Usually the Allocate/Free area is a single area for all of the programs 

in the user domain to share. Linkage is usually implemented as a single 

common transfer vector for an entire collection of programs. On systems 

where programs are kept pure, internal static is not part of the program 

object module and is allocated in an area with all the other static 

sections in the user domain. Parameter lists are typically allocated in 

the dynamic storage area, causing further entaglement of objects. On 

systems which have virtual memory (segmentation), every known segment is 

a potential data base. (3) These examples of the concentration of 

multiple objects into one object which is global, allows one procedure 

to access another's "piece" of the object. This is possible because 

access control usually extends only to individual objects and not to 

sub-objects. Because of this, one faulty procedure can modify and 

destroy another's dynamic, allocated, or static storage. 

(3) A known segment is a file of which the address can be constructed. 
On Multics, the address is a two-dimensional quantity (S,O). "S" 
represents an index into an array of "open" files, and "O" is the offset 
into the segment S. Hence an arbitrary value for S can select any of 
the open, or known, segments. 
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This data concentration may result in unpredictable results of 

tested and debugged programs. A process may be totally destroyed 

because of one modified bit. Programs may reference the wrong block in 

an allocated/freed, static, or linkage area. File access information 

can be destroyed, causing jumbling and loss of records. Data bases may 

be written instead of read. The stack.may be overwritten or deleted. 

Programs and linkage may be written over. For those systems (like 

Multics) where gates are actual programs found by the normal linking 

mechanism (as opposed to SVC type instructions), destroying linkage can 

prevent any further calls to the supervisor. 

An example of the merging of unrelated small objects into one large 

one with no specific access control to prevent erroneous access is found 

in the current implementation of the Multics stack. In the original 

Multics design, segments were supposed to contain only data requiring 

identical access. This was not followed on Multics when the current 

stack design is examined. Efficiency, related to reduced page faults, 

caused the merging of unrelated data into one object. One segment was 

used for all stack frames, and at the low end of the stack the infamous 

"base of the stack" was designed. 

This base of the stack contains many special environment 

definitions including pointers to important entries in PL/I operators 

(Le. call, save, return, and stack manipulations),· to the procedure to 

do the signalling in that ring, and to the Linkage and Internal Static 
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Offset Tables, (4) to name a few. Again, these objects were all merged 

simply for increased memory utilization. 

Because of the merging of all the above areas into one segment 

which was writeable, one bad stack reference could destroy the entire 

execution environment. 

Until recently, linkage and internal static sections were always 

combined into one static section. This allowed out of range references 

to internal static to affect linkage of programs. 

In order to prevent these types of errors from occurring, and 

possibly to catch them as they occur (for debugging), it would be 

reasonable to protect these elements of the execution environment which 

are common mechanisms. There are in existance machines which prevent 

this sort of wild access from occurring, but a.re limited to stack 

references and a few data types [Organick 73) . Current research has 

shown ways for preventing this type of behavior in general, (5) but they 

are just not applied because of efficiency considerations. In the next 

section an ideal solution and the problems with it will be discussed. 

(4) The Linkage and Internal Static Offset Tables 
to locate their linkage and internal static areas 
containing all linkage and internal static areas. 

are used by procedures 
within the segments 

(5) Interpreters and extended type objects and type managers for 
example. 
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2.4 An Ideal Solution 

To prevent the type of interprocedure interference that could arise 

due to sharing of environment components, a protection mechanism of some 

kind is needed. This protection is required not only for the components 

of the execution environment discussed in .the previous section, but for 

the actual code of the procedures as well. Ideally, the procedural 

package concept would be enforced by the system; each procedure would 

be housed in its own protection domain and be allowed to access only 

objects that it required for operation. These objects might be 

catalogued in a list which would quickly identify all those objects that 

the program in that environment could ever reference. (6) Among those 

objects would be the components of the execution environment. Only 

required access to each component would be granted so that, for example, 

only read access is allowed for linkage sections and only execute access 

for object segments. Furthermore, the components would not be 

accessible at all outside the program domain unless explicit permission 

were given. This structure is depicted in figure 2.2. 

There should be ways of adding and removing objects from the 

"list". These addition and removal operations are necessary so that 

blocks that are allocated and then freed would not be accessible to the 

(6) This could lead to an easily implementable system given appropriate 
hardware. 
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original allocator once they are freed~ and tJO that parameters could be 

passed for use, then r.aoved from the "lwt" when the procedure 

returned. These pet:aMeter capallilitie:a ate el\own ae dotted capabilities 

in figure 2. 2. 

Code. 
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There is some expense incurred when dealing with a system with this 

architecture, however. Maintenance of the individual capability lists 

for each domain requires an extra database for each program. With a 

sufficiently large collection of programs (as on a typical large 

system), this could involve many such objects. In addition, each 

environment component would. be a distinct object. Thus, the 

implementation is faced with the management and storage of all these 

objects that exist as independent entities. (7) During execution, 

domain changing with every procedure call would undoubtedly be expensive 

because dynamic capabilities would have to be stacked and maintained 

[Schroeder 72]. Excessive paging overhead due to a new capability list 

and environment components would also decrease efficiency. As pointed 

out earlier in the Multics example, e~ces•ive .paging overhead is in fact 

what led to some of the problems · being attacked in this thesis, 

Returning to the original state of a,ffairs just for the promise of 

better debuggability is probably not sufficient motivation to reduce 

performance. 

Besides performance issues there may still be a problem in using a 

program per domain system. Examining in detail how a user could create 

and develop programs points out some probletlls that have to be overcome 

if such a system is to be considered useable. In particular, consider 

the set of privileges that have to be granted when a new program is 

created. First, the source must be entered and edited, which requires 

(7) This problem has come to be known ns the "small objects" problem. 
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that an "editor domain" have read and write access to the source. Then 

a compiler must be able to read the source and write the object segment. 

A debugger must be able to read and write the object segment (perhaps 

only temporarily) so that code can be examined and breakpoints set. 

All seems fine so far, but it is in the execution of the procedure 

where the more complex access problems and controls come into view. The 

new procedure must be given the privilege to call all the subroutines it 

uses. Similarly, if it is called by another procedure, that other 

procedure must be given the right to call it. All the support programs 

(e.g. linker, dynamic area manager, etc.) must be given the appropriate 

access so that they may operate on the parts of the domain that they are 

intended to (linkage section, dynamic storage, etc.). Clearly, if users 

had to establish all of these privileges manually, they simply would not 

do it; and what good is a protection mechanism if it is not used? 

To help in this problem one might decide that a group of programs 

should be encapsulated together to alleviate some of the complexity of 

establishing the new protection environment. One can, for example, 

group "system routines" into classes of domains which require similar 

access, thereby requiring only one access control term or capability for 

each group. With appropriate constraints, it might even be possible to 

reduce the overhead of procedural packages by having relatively few of 

these groups. This approach is exactly what is considered in the next 

chapter where problems and other useful properties of such a design is 

discussed. 
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Chapter Three 

A New Model 

Because of the efficiency problems related to maintaining 

independent protection domains for every procedure, the use of a 

simpler, more efficient means of separation was investigated. ·In this 

new approach, the user domain is viewed in a different light. Instead 

of trying to separate and protect every user environment program from 

every other, a separation by classes is considered. This new separation 
. 

divides the environment by functions rather than by components and a new 

solution to j:he problems posed in the previous chapter, based on this 

new division, is proposed. 

3.1 Functional Components in the New Model 

The basic idea of this new approach is to reexamine the user 

process and functionally divide the programs in it. In figure 3.1 the 

gross functionality boundaries are depicted. In this picture it is easy 

to illustrate the goals of the supervisor simplification work discussed 

in appendix A, that strongly motivated this research. This goal is 

simply to move the user/supervisor boundary down to the resource sharing 

and multiplexing functions. By examining the picture, the effect that 

moving t.his boundary has on the size. and complexity of the user domain 

is clearly demonstrated. Moving the b-0undary places more funltionality 
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in the user domain, thus increasing the harm that an unchecked program 

error can cause. For the rest of this work it is assumed that the 

user/supervisor boundary is in fact moved to the point established as a 

goal for the supervisor simplification effort. 

The user domain is considered to be broken down into three classes 

of programs: command and control, support routines, and user programs. 

The command and control programs are those programs that allow users to 

control the execution of their processes (e.g. stop and start) and to 

tell their processes what to do (i.e. what programs to run). These 

programs are unlike any other programs in the user domain and are 
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therefore considered independently in a later chapter. Until then, the 

command and control programs shall be ignored. Procedures that fall 

into the support routine class are those that serve no other purpose but 

to provide a more elegant abstr~ct machine for the user programmer. 

These procedures include stack management, call - save - return macros, 

Input/Output access methods, ·software for floating point support, 

conversion routines, free storage management, dynamic linking, and 

namespace management, to name a few. These procedures are usually 

provided by the system itself. The user programs are those programs 

written by the user to perform a desired task, and make extensive use of 

the support routines. 

Partitioning the user domain in this way allows the support 

routines to be protected, as a group, from the user programs. It is 

assumed that the support routines are tested and debugged, and seldom 

change. Thus, a manual review of the support routines can verify that 

they will not interfere with each other. Therefore, protecting the 

support routines as a group should pose no additional problems. 

The support routines are common routines, shared by the user 

programs. A failing support routine would have a more widespread effect 

than a single failing user program. Thus, protecting the support 

routines is in fact protecting some of the common mechanisms of the user 

domain. 
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Protection of the actual code is not the only thing that is wanted 

though. Protecting those components of the user execution environment 

discussed earlier 80 that the support routines can function 
~' "' 

independently from the user programs is di!Sired. The support routines 
.(.l 

cannot be allowed to share th<>Se c011ponents with user programs. 

However, because the correctness of the aupport routines can be assumed, 

the support routines can be allowed to share the environment components 

among themselves. In this way, breakage and therefore inefficiency in 

memory utilization is held to a ainiaum abo•e that of the original 

combination of user and support routines. Thia compares favorably with 

the ideal solution proposed in the previous chapter, where no such 

sharing was possible. 'lhe 11working setu , [Deaaiag 68] , or 11U11ber of 

pages of meaory requiited by a (tcimput:atieft .111'..cfbia scheme would be a 

maximum of. twice. tbe numbei:- required by the1o~tgtaal, ·single enviroament 

implementation. This ts so becaUiN there.<an mtly two= domains where the 

pages can .be and in elleb domain thoee paps C4hl'·b• aa ··packed as they 

were in the ort9inal n,1 ... ntatio,. .. 

In summary, two envtromaents have ·been' c~eated within· the user 

domain. .The next step is to choose a pl"OteatloA :maena1Ufim for keepil\g 

the environments separate •. By 
) 

interactions between the t:wo e11virorment•~'a·eutt.able aecnanisa can bl! 

decided upon. 

-----------~----



3.2 Deciding on a Protection Mechanism 

The types of functions performed by the support routines are simple 

and likely to be invoked often. With functions such as the call-return 

sequence and stack management implemented as support routines, it would 

clearly be impossible to have them exist in an independent address space 

where some outside active agent performs the communication between the 

two, since these functions are necessary to perform the communication. 

Thus, a "distributed processing" approach involving parallel processes 

is unfeasible. 

Some form of linked address seace between the two environments is 

needed so memory can be shared. The support routines must be able to 

manipulate elements of the user programs (stack, linkage, etc.). On the 

other hand, it is desired to prevent programs from interfering with any 

of the elements of the support environment. This type of nesting of 

privileges very closely parallels the user/supervisor modes discussed 

earlier. 

At first, placing the support routines in the supervisor might be 

considered. However, appendix A presents reasons why programs which are 

not necessary for correct operation of the system should not be in the 

supervisor. Recent research in system certification [Schroeder 75] has 

crystallized these reasons. Appendix A contains a brief description of 

this work. 
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However, besides certification there are very simple reasons for 

not placing programs in the supervisor. These reasons have to do with 

extendability and maintainability. Sophisticated users of Multics 

greatly appreciate the ease with which they can change and replace 

almost all parts of their execution environment. If the code were in 

the supervisor a user dissastisfied with the particular implementation 

would be unable to change it. Furthermore, bugs in the code would 

require supervisor changes to correct, which is more often a harder job 

than replacing user programs. A simpler supervisor is obviously more 

easily maintained and upgraded, and can be more quickly learned by new 

system support personnel. 

This point has been reached by noting that the nested privileges 

offered by the familiar user/supervisor modes would be useful for 

protecting the support routines. But reasons for not actually making 

use of this scheme have been pointed out. However, the concept of 

"rings of protection" [Graham 68, Schroeder and Saltzer 72] can be used 

here with much success. 

Rings of protection, or more simply just rings, are a 

generalization of the supervisor/user domains discussed earlier. Rings 

are an ordered set of protection environments such that ring j has at 

least as much access to data and programs in rings j + 1 through the 

maximum ring number as each of the higher rings themselves do, but only 

controlled access (call, read, or no access) to data and programs in 

rings 0 through j - 1. 
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The domains of interest here are totally ordered in terms of access 

privileges. Therefore, rings can be used for their separation. Thus, 

for example, the supervisor can be put in ring O, the user environment 

in ring 2, and have the critical programs of the user execution 

environment in ring 1. This proposed structure is shown in figure 3.2 

below. The user support routines are protected from user programs in 

the same way that the supervisor. is, and yet are not part of the 

supervisor. 

r 

The significance of this last statement must be emphasized since it 

is a major design goal of this research. ln a correctly designed 

system, the supervisor contains only those programs that enforce the 

security of the system. Outside the supervisor, no code can do anything 
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to interfere with the supervisor or anather user·. So even though the 

support routines are irrotected fro.-· the u'.Ber written code, they are 

outside the superviso'f'·and thu& cannot affect system security. This is 

a major aid in assucing the correctness of the inter user protection 

mechanisms or systeftl security. 

From the user staudpoin;t, having .the- ,~rt ~ut.i~s ou~sid~ the 

supervisor is beneficial in that users can be· granted the pri'Yil.ep to. 

modify or replace the· supp-oTt routines a& that the:i.r. environments can be 

tailored to their needs. HOwev:er.. "8'. ll,llteC"t· l)Ot :.~,. concerned about 

malicious users since as alreacJ,y"e~'-l:l'1n•d, they .ffaftnot aff~t the 
.-:. 

supervisor of any user; . they can only d•gr:a.d-e thtir o,,. enviroment. · 
' 

Now that the model and the pt'OHCtiod aehani811 ha~ been chosen, 

it is time to cons icier how the ' finalized design so.,es the original 
i 

problems stated ia chapt'f:J:s one and two~ ~c:all _.Dhat t~ major goal was 

to trap errors as soon as they occurred so that the procs:l!ss Would not be 

destroyed and so that debugjfng; ~'riuld i~~tii:~#irtaii;1ace~ 

With the proposed design, any attempt to wildy store data on the 

support routi'nes 'theftf8elv~s o"t in 'tttei'r ;envtr6n.ahnqS'coiilp-onents, would 

cause the hardware .to "trap" the offending instruction, preventing it 

problem could be determine.d and su.o..quent1y, fi~ad .ei~her by .pa-teaing. 

and continuing, or rewriting and recompiling the program. 



Although it may not always be possible to continue, at 1L'ast the 

process as a whole would be saved. Saving the process a 11 ows the user 

to continue working on the development of the program and prevents any 

damage to databases that might have occured if the error was not caught. 

The ideal solution would work just as well but would extend the 

protection to each and every program. However, as stated earlier, the 

support routines change infrequently and could therefore be checked to 

insure that they operate properly together. Thus, the only protection 

needed, at a gross level, is for the support routines, allowin~ the 

robust environment for program development to be realized. 
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Chapter Four 

A Closer Look at the Support Routines 

This chapter presents more detail on identifying and protecting 

support routines. It describes two methods of protection: One for 

procedures that have no static storage, and another for the more complex 

functions of the user environment with static storage. 

4.1 Two Cases of Support Routines 

Some of the low level support routines on a system require no 

static storage, linkage, or databases for their operation. Simple 

mathematical algorithms are examples of such routines, where, for 

instance, only processor registers are used. The only protection 

necessary for these type of routines is for the code itself. Systems 

that feature direct sharing usually provide low level support routines 

in a shared area that is not writeable by any process. This obviously 

prevents one user from interfering with another. This same protection 

also prevents users from writing over the code and harming themselves. 

Therefore, rings are not needed for these routines; but on systems where 

every user gets a personal, writeable copy of the routines, rings can be 

used. 
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The more complex and interesting protection is for those routines 

with static storage (either internal •t•tic. linkage, or external data 

bases). (8) In these cases, those static elements must be placed in a 

lower ring for protection. In order for the routines to access the 

areas and function properly, they too must be in the same ring as the 

static areas (or lower but w0uld have no additional advantage from being 

there). Code in the lower ring does not prevent the sharing of that 

code between users, since the code is (or can be) pure; The impure 

sections (linkage and internal static) are allocated per process, 

however. 

4.2 Guidelines for Support Routine Coding 

Dependencies among routines must be establiahed to insure that no 

procedure in the lower ring depends on (uses) a procedure in the higher 

ring for its correct operation. tf this occur's, then the module in the 

higher ring lllUSt ail!Jo be brought into the !Ower ring. 

Once a module is brQught into tlut lawei: ri"Qo&,. suita.ble entry points 

are made into ga£5s, allowing the outer Ji~~& _proitr:~s ~o call the in~er 

ring proced1,1res on.J.y at. tl\e. spec;Jf:ied,. ~tt)." point~~ .... !:nt~rn4l, ln,_~.erface.s 

are thus protected. 

(8) If allocate/free areas are used some static storage is required to 
remember the location of the allocated block. Otherwise, if the blocks 
are used only during the execution of the procedure and then discarded, 
it is essentially being treated as automatic storage. 
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Parameters that are passed on user calls to gates are validated by 

the ring mechanism to insure that access to the parameters is allowed in 

the calling ring. This prevents the calling ring from specifying areas 

that are inaccessible in the outer ring, but accessible in the inner 

ring. Without such checks, the outer ring could declare that an area 

used for static storage in the inner ring was the area for an output 

argument, thus causing the inner ring to destroy itself. This problem 

is exactly the same as that faced by a user/supervisor interface 

[Schroeder and Saltzer 72] except that here the protection is mainly for 

self protection and debuggability, not system integrity. 

Modularity of the procedures [Parnas 72a, Liskov 72] is necessary 

to help in identifying and separating the user domain into functions so 

that appropriate ones may be protected. Modules that interact strictly 

by standard parameter passing via calls to procedure entrypoints are 

likely to be the best candidates for separation and protection. 

However, modules that interact via a shared database pose a problem. 

Although parameters are usually passed internally as a shared database, 

there are specific rules for dealing with those parameters. Module 

specifications can specify the range of, and the legal manipulations to 

be performed on the parameters. However, there are no specification 

techniques yet devised to specify a limited set of operations when 

dealing with shared databases directly. Thus, the boundaries of modules 

that share a database are not well defined and the dependency between 

modules is hard to establish . [Janson 76] discusses this in some detail . 
and has termed modules that share a database as weakly modular. 
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The way that weak modularity prevents protection of a module is 

straightforward. If one lll0dule is placed in an inner ring, it still 

depends on the shared area to operate cot'rectly. The shared area must 

remain in the outer ring so that the other module can manipulate it. 

But if the area is in the outer ring, any pro.gram there can write on it 

and therefore affect the correct operation of the inner ring module. 

Support routil'tea that can be protected are th~refore limited to 

those that do not interact in waye ot:ber than through the standard 

call/return mechanistd. A potrrly designed lfYlti!m (i.e. one in whiCh 

shared databases are the usual means of comunicating parameters) can 

thus limit the number of modules protected. Iat:er:e~tingly enpugh, the 

goals of "clean modular programming" exactly identify those modules that 

can be protected. Functional abstraetiotu1 and .4!£!_ hiding .both provide 
' -, ··~•>l,\ ' ' 

for the type of modules that are acceptable tParnas 72a, Liskov 72]. 

4.3 Examples 

This section presents examples of 1u:ippott routines that may be in 

the supervisor but coold be .Oved to the user Yvironment. Although the 

routines could be in the supervit!or, they ate l'lbt there due to a desire 

for a well designed, certifiable ayatem. Ex8Wtples chosen are event 

management, tifller manag~mnent, Input Output nulttagEiment, and names pace 

management. This sec tfon aleo . descd:.b•s how ringA can be used for the 

direct protection of linkage. 
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In this section, it must be rembered that should one of the support 

routines fail, the process would no longer be able to continue program 

development and debugging. The reason why keeping the current process 

is considered is due to both the time and expense that went into 

creating the process, which may contain a considerable amount of 

volatile state information useful for continued work •. Therefore 

throwing away the "broken" proceas and .acquiring a :new, good one is less 

desirable than continuing with the old process •. _, The failure modes 

considered in this section are those due to ''wild'! storage of data in 

sensitive databases needed .for continued exttcution of the process. 

Interprocess communication can be accomplished by d~rect writing 

into shared memory. However, to avoid busy waiting (9) processes can go 

to sleep or "blocked" and wait to be "awakened" by another process. 

Only the minimal amount of software necessary for the actual process 

blocking and awakening need be in the supervisor. Multiplexing the 

blocking for various events can be handled by the user. 

In use, a process goes blocked and is resumed when any event is 

sent to it. The user block routine then requests from the supervisor a 

list of all the event messages that were sent. If the one that the 

process was waiting for is in the set, the user block routine returns to 

the waiting program. Otherwise, the received messages must be saved for 

future reference, and the process goes blocked again. 

(9) Looping while waiting for an event to occur. 
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The integrity of the area containing the list of events known by 

the process and those messages that haYe arrived but not yet processed 

is vital to the normal execution of the procees. Thus this area and its 

manager are ideal candidates for protection. 

Another multiplexed mechanism can be real and virtual timers. 

Suppose that the supervisor provi-dea for only two timers per process, 

one for absolute time an.t the other for el&>pMd virtual (chargeable) cpu 

time. These timers can then be multiplexed .:l;n the user domain thus 

reducing supervisor C011tpl.eK1ty • •One va7 · '9'f ac.eomplishing: this 

multiplexing is to maintain a list of timers in use, sorted by "alarm" 

time, with the time closest to the preaeat in the actual timer supported 

by the system. When that timer goes off, or when a closer time to the 

present is added to the list, the real U.•er will be set to the real 

closest time to the present. 'nlia list of timers for the timer manager 

is considered another important, but fragile, support facility of the 

user environment. 

If the hardware of a system is correctly designed, and users do not 

share 1/0 devices, only a minimal mechanism need be in the supervisor to 

support user requested input and output. Users can be allowed to write 

a channel program to control "their" devices and no others. The 

supervisor need only start the channel for the appropriate device and 

possibly assign storage for the duration of the operation. (10) Only a 

(10) Multics allows users to request that the supervisor not page out a 
page of memory for a short dura~:ion 8() 1/0 to fixed addresses can be 
accomplished. 
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simple interface to the supervisor is needed to identify a set of 1/0 

instructions for a particular channel to execute. Device control 

modules should be in the user environment along with all device access 

programs. Higher level database access programs and code reflecting a 

device independent envirotlllent should also reside in the user domain. 

Of course I recommend that all these functions reside•in ·the protected 

portion of the user domain. 

Multiplexed devices can be harder to handle. If two users are 

allowed to share portions of a single device (e.g. sections of a single 

disk pack), it would be impossible to keep this code in the user domain. 

By definition it must reside in the supervisor since it deals with 

resource sharing and multiplexing among independent users. However, in 

the case of one controller with multiple devices (drives), correct 

design of the controller can allow it to be shared by many users. All 

that is required is to prevent an 1/0 channel program from switching 

devices during its execution. Then only allow the supervisor, at the 

time the channel program is· started, to specify the device on the 

controller. This approach has in fact been. used by Honeywell on their 

single controller, multiple drive tape units for Mtlltr.tcs {Greenberg 76]. 

Short reference names are local user defined names that can be 

associated with long global names to simpH.fy talking~ about an object. 

Once the relationship between a reference na.e and· global name is made, 

only the short name need be used. As an exaple; a referenee·· name might 

be "square_root" for a procedure that computea square roots, while the 
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global name might indicate the location of that procedure within a 

naming hierarchy such as: 

"ROOT> system Ub.rary>math routines>&q.uare root 14
• (11) ----· - - . -

typically a linker, or binder, asso~iatea the reference name as 

used in programs (e.g. x • square_root 'y)) with a particular ntodule in 

the system. As Bratt [Bratt 75) explains in his thesis, the reference 

name facility need not be in the supervisor. Bratt describes how that 

facility can be removed from the supervi&&r and be placed in the user 

domain. However, this, facility is gre•tly depeaded on by all programs 

in the user domain. If the reference n1.1111te 1&anager should fail, 

inter-program linkage would fail aad no new pro«rams could be found or 

executed. Thus it is imperative that this facility be protected from 

damage by user programs. Placing dle referea4:e n.ame manager in the 

protected environment is essential to the goal of providing an 

"unbreakable" user environment. 

All the above mod·ules eontain a:1g1•d:ficant state information in 

static storage. therefore, · it would be tlreatrale to place those 

programs in the prc>t:e~ted en•il'81Wlellt eo Chetr .iepo~tan t state 

information is protected. 

Finally, consider dynamic lieking. Jel1Bl!N!a: Uaason 7:4] explains ·in 

detail how dynamic liakia.g can be ret110V$1 .. frea the :supervisor of an 

operating syatem. However, here too, the. e'V'elltwtl placement of the 

(11) A>B indicates B is in directory A. 
the naming heirarchy. 
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linker module is in the user domain. The set of search rules, guiding 

the linker to find a specific copy of a named procedure, constitutes a 

static database used by the linker. To protect the search rules, and 

thus the linking mechanism, the linker should be placed in the protected 

environment. 

linking mechanism that Janson termed Another part of the 

environment initialization is also important to protect. In Janson's 

design, a procedure locates its static storage and linkage section when 

it is entered. The first time that the procedure attempts to do this 

will trigger a mechanism which will allocate and initialize these 

sections. This allocation and initialization processes can be 

protected. 

The ~ables that procedures use to find their linkage and internal 

static sections, the Linkage Offset Table and Internal Static Offset 

Table (LOT and !SOT), can also be protected. The LOT and ISOT only have 

to be read by procedures; it is an error if a user program writes in 

them. Similarly, linkage sections are only read by programs. Thus the 

LOT, ISOT and linkage sections can, and should be protected from errors 

caused by user programs. To do this requires placing not only the 

environment initializor in the protected environment, but the linker as 

well, since the linker modifies linkage sections. This approach 

realizes at least part of the original goal of protecting the components 

of the user environment. 
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Chapter Five 

Command and Control Routines 

A human user of a system is aware of other environments besides the 

execution environment. Any program that accepts input from the user's 

console interprets "{ihat 

appearance of different 

the user types in a different way; hence the 

environments. This chapter examines tho'se 

environments that are used to control a process. This research has 

identified two environments used for this purpose, which have slightly 

different properties. These environment* are embedded in the code that 

was classified as command and control programs in an earlier section. 

These two environments and their properties are discussed below. 

5.1 Structure of Environments 

The relationship between the user at a t,erminal, the program 

execution environment and the command and control environments is shown 

in figure 5.1 below. Between the terminal and the program execution 

environment flows user program input and program output. Between the 

terminal and the command and control environment flot1s program loading, 

stop, and start requests, as well as message& fro11kthe cOlllllland and 

control environment (e.g. "program not found''). Finally, between the 

program execution environment and the command and control environment 

flows a program generated command stream and ;control 1'1essages such as 
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start, stop, and load a particular program. All these streams will be 

discussed in aore detail in later sections. • 

1.fo .f>r"(l"'•rn 
t ·1we.c. '1t.ton 
.·~ft\tn-t. 

complete the pict-.1se. 

one in the figue •. :they tt&ve .dUiiernt.'. .,,._,.r,tiM in ·it"Mlity_. An 

it is hard to separate them entirely. They will then be considered 

merged for the rest of the thesis. 
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5.1.1 Command Environment 

The command environment is seen as the program that the user is in 

communication with immediately after being given a process. In 

particular, the command environment responds to user requests that 

describe what programs to run for the user. After the specified 

programs have completed, the user is again in communication with the 

command environment. Typical requests to the command environment are 

"run the editor" or "compile my program" in whatever syntax is 

understood by the command environment. 

The types of messages that are sent between the command environment 

and the rest of the user domain are basically "load th.is program and 

transfer to it" in response to a user command, and in the other 

direction "execute this command line as though the user typed it" for 

programs which generate command lines. These messages are shown in the 

figure below as user requests and program requests, respectively. 

User requests are generally familiar to all computer users. It may 

be some form of job control language ("// exec pgm=basic") or one word 

command lines on a timesharing system ("basic"). The use or need of 

program requests might be doubtful though. However, use of this feature 

could be made, for example, for the implementation of a command file 

facility (more will be said about this in a later section). This 
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facility allows users to create a file containing a sequence of commands 

to be executed, and invoked by running the command file program 

specifying that file aa it's input. The coma.and file program then 

simply calls the co1111l&nd and control environaettt vith each command line 

in sequence. The c~nd lines are pa ... d to the command environment 

via the program request stream. 

Another use for th.i• etteot is to allow ~ratfl8 to pass a 

"canned", or user supplied :comtial'ld 14.0e a the' cdlaaln'd;i4lnJ1irmmaent under 

special circumstao.e1t8. 

that could accept a generic c~d 'tltrll.lig ·-and :append .or· substitute 

generated informatio.n into the string., G<'fhea .ttte c~nd proeeasotl! -.nrld 

be called with each such generated command string thus relieving the 

user from having to type the saae command over wumy times. An example 

of such a procedure would be one that simply generates a list of new or 

modified information files; invoking this cOllll&ttd would generate a list 

of modified or new file names. If the user "41tted each one of the new 

or modified files to be printed, he/she could supply the generic command 

string "print %" to the list_new_files comand, which would then 

generate the c011111aml• "print ne'W.;..:ftle_a~':, "•pint: he1p.-~tl:oe_3'', 

(etc.) • The "%n in the generic ,~, atri:ng would be t'ep:taced b-y 

actual file names in each' gener.ated c...... ·'DRm c;he C'Ollmtart4· prOC'eSeor 

would be called with 9&Ch ·Gf the faraabhd ..._d lUles .• (.1,2) 

(12) This is just an example and not a proposal. 
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5.1.2 Control Environment 

Whereas the command environment quietly waits for requested 

programs to complete, the control environment is always awake and 

listening to the user (at least conceptually). The exact mechanism that 

is used is not important here; what is important is that at any time the 

user can say "hey you (computer or process), stop and talk to me !". In 

this way, the user can stop an infinite loop in a program and not waste 

time and/or resources waiting for a failing program to complete. Along 

with the power .to say "stop", the user would also like to say "OK, go 

ahead", or "forget that". 

Functionally, the user generates a signal causing the process to 

enter the control environment. (13) Users then have a choice of 

debugging and continuing, or forgetting the computation. They may also 

run any other program first, before returning to the stopped program. 

In this way, a calculator program can be used to check intermediate 

results. Similarly, an inter-user message facility can be used to ask 

the author of a program "hey, what's wrong ?", get a response, then 

continue the interrupted program. This general program calling can be 

implemented by allowing the control environment to call the cOtDmand 

(13) On Multics, users generate this signal by using. the "break" or 
"attention" key on their terminals. On TENEX, control-C generally does 
the same thing. 
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environment to process all but control environaent requests. However, 

control environment request.a ntight aictualLy be parsed by the command 

environment and invoke control enviTonment functions. (14) This 

apparent double de-pendency can be resolved by joining the two 

envirotllllents, thus providing. a si.n8'le c~nd,environment to the user 

which is simpler in structure and 11ore eas.fly understood. 

In summary, the major difference tJnweeu· the control and co11mand 

environments· is that the c:onerot envtro ... t is asynehr,onoua with the 

rest of the use?! pJJocess flow~ and aepaadai 1'0' sit1ple, base · level 

requests, with. posai.bl.-e:exteaaions•to; inQl .... :iull ·cDllllan.d processing• 

into one. 

5.2 Processing Comaands 

This seetio~ exard .. nee· the .deta4le'. of bow a: command uy be-

processed. There are\ of conr:ae., n~oua,•js· to accompli•h the type 

but the ones choaen are ueeiul:. fatbexplclniag ~ psotection iwobleras 

that will .be described .later in thta chapA.r. ·:The proceasln1 ·described 

covers. a large 'Vlarie ty of luacrwn syett••~ 

(14) This is done on Multics where the comnand environment processes all 
requests, some of which invoke control envirot111lent modules. 
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In an overall view, the command environment performs four 

operations in response to a user request to execute a module. First it 

parses the command line and performs possible substitutions, parameter 

evaluations, and conditional evaluations. It then searches for the 

identified (possibly ambiguously named) module using a set of search 

rules. The module is then brought into the address space of the user. 

Finally, the module is transferred to and it begins executing. 

Note that none of these functions require th.at the command 

environment be part of t~e supervisor; no special privileges are needed 

to perform all of the functions stated. Even so, some systems [l'ENEX, 

CTSS] have the comman<l environment as p1\r.t of the su~rvbor. Placing 

the command environment in the supervisor suf ters f~Qm the problems 

discussed in chapter three. If the reasons .for having the· command 

environment protected is solely for the benefit of the 'Users, (i.e. they 

cannot destroy the comaand environment), then the discussion on 

protection, later on in this chapter, should help, in choosing a new 

approach to solving th~t problem. 

The functions of the command environment are now examined in 

detail. The tranlating and parameter evaluation mechanisms are examined 

first because they are particularly important in this. work. A modular 

design of command processing is described. The modules are classified 

into two categories: 1) those that look at every conuaand line, and 2) 

those that are optional and look at command liGes only.when asked. This 

classification will be ref erred to later on in this chf.pter when the 

protection of the command and control environment is discussed. 
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5.2.l Text Substitution 

Translation, or substitution of text, can be a complicated task if 

it is not restricted. What is meant here is simply the substitution of 

one string of characters for another in the command line. A frequently 

used form of this type o-f processing is for abbrevial:ions. For example, 

a user types "fortltftu ahd gets "fortran •list :..map•' which might execute 

the Fortran compiler and provide a listing and statement map. This type 

of processing can be neat:ly packaged in a Hfront-erid · filter" preceding 

the actual command processor as shown in figure 5.2 below. 

This approach is useful because the abbre'V'iatftm processor can be coded 

in a separate module (allowing easier debuggi11g) and inserted only if 

desired. This module is considered a trt!mbft' of the Mal ways used~' 

category since, once it is selected and in•erted in the command 

processing path, it examines every c01BilttJttd line to determine if 

substitutions are necessary. 

5.2.2 Parameter Evaluation 

A second aspect of command processing that is conBidered here deals 

with how commands can be affected or controlled by the riser's total 

environment. With this flexibility users can control the execution of a 

command based on the date, a list of files in a catalogue or directory, 
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or on the name of the person who sent them the last message (for 

example). Use of these controls easily allows printing of only new 

messages (those that have been created today), compilation of all 

FORTRAN programs in a certain directory, or-·rej)lyirtg'to the last person 

who sent you an interactive message, without e:v_e{ :having to specify the 

date, list of files, or the name of the last message sender. 

Such features can be implemented as a special cases in the command 

' 
processor and use special keywords. Hdwever, the most general approach 

is simply to call procedures which implement each function and return a 

string to the command processor as a result. Such an approach is used 
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on Multics; these special functions are referred to as "active 

functions" [MPM] • The active function processor evaluates all active 

functions in a command line and thencalls the command processor with 

the resulting string. Figwe 5.l ~ now the •dlllple stated earlier 

works in combination with the ubrev1ation proceffor. 
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The program invocation mechanism of the active function processor 

and command processor are very similar since both call procedures. 

Therefore it is possible to merge these two functions into one. (15) 

However, the modules will be considered independent to facilitate the 

protection discussion later in this chapter. The active function 

processor also looks at every command line to see if active functions 

must be invoked. Thus, it too belongs to the "always used" category of 
·, 

command processing functions. Notice that the active functions 

themselves are not always used and thus the collection of active 

functions are members of the "optional" category. 

5.2.3 Command Files 

On many systems long sequences of commands may be stored in a file 

and executed by only typing a single command line. This type of 

processing is useful for reducing typing time and eliminating errors, 

for providing complex "abbreviations", and for providing a simpler 

interface to a complex system (e.g. catalogued procedures). Most such 

implementations allow parameter substitutions and offer a language to 

control execution and flow within the command file (e.g. "if II and 
. . 

"go to ••• "), including error handling (e.g. "on error go to •• "). 

(15) This is done on Multics. 
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Such processing can be merged into the command processor, but for 

the sake of modularity and clean des·ign it should be a separate module 

which reads the comm.and file and calls the command processor with each 

command line. This type of processing also need not be protected in any 

way (at least for system security reaMU.a) au tber,efore can execute in 

the user domain making use of the "program request" stream described 

earlier. If implemented as a separate pro11ram, the command file 

interpreter does not look at every .command line; it is only invoked 

when the user specifies that it sboul.d be. Thus, the command file 

interpreter is considered a member of the "optional" command processing 

functions. 

5.2.4 The Command Processor 

After all the command line procesai~ . is complete, the cot1mand 

processor is called to inv-0ke the specified ('?'Ogram. The program name 

in the command line is used to find the actual procedure within the 

naming heirarchy. The linker search . mechanism ~Y be u.sed, for this 

purpose which, if used, would provide a single search strategy in the 

user domain for both dynamic linking and· coannd program locating; one 
. : ': i ,,,,.._,, ' < 

search strategy is obviously more easily remembered than two. 

The parameters supplied on the command line are formatted 

appropriately for passage to the specified procedure. The "load 

program" signal is sent to the program execution e,nvironment, which m~y 



cause the program module to be read into main memory, or merely assign 

the module a virtual address (making it "known"; see [Bratt 75] for 

details). Finally, the "go" signal (which may simply be a transfer 

instruction), starts the loaded procedure. 

Obviously, the command processor is the key llOc:lule in the command 

envirorunent and thus is a necessary and alway-&,u8$1 function. 

5.3 Getting to the Control Environment 

The simplistic approach to entering tl"\e control environment is 

merely to transfer control from the exec\lting progra111 directly to the 

control envirorunent procedures, much like. an interrupt. ~equence. 

However, there are times when users. wi.sh to P,ro.gram their subsystems 

with internal "attention" procedures which ge.t- invok.e.d at the time a 

stop request is issued from the control environment. These procedures 

can be used to cancel the effects of a r~qu~t that.j.s cuJ"rently being 

worked on, or to make a database consistent (e.g. unlock it). For 

example, when LISP on Multics (Reed 76a} recognizes ~hat the user wishes 

to stop the computation, it first. updates all bin~ings in memory from 

the working registers so that the most recent e(~ects will be seen by 

the user without e~plicit knowledge of register optimization built into 

the LISP subsystem. Only then does LISP allow the "stop" to take 

effect. 
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However, if the subsystem is malfunctioning, it would be impossible 

for a user to abort it and return to the command environment. 

Therefore, there is a need for at least two kinds of stop sign~ls; one 

which allows attention procedures to be invoked, and a second which goes 

directly to the control environment. Then users can first attempt the 

more elegant stop, allowing the procedure to recover, but if that fails, 

they can use the "panic stop". 

To implement this type of feature there must be a way of specifying 

the type of stop desired. The "break" or "attention" key found on most 

terminals is usually used as the "stop button" but there is only one of 

them. This .can be multiplexed by having users type a single character 

after the break key denoting what type of stop is desired, or by some 

coding in the number of breaks sent. The latter approach is prone to 

misuse however, because impatient users would wonder whether a single 

break got through if no result of that fact is quickly demonstrated and 

then would send a second break which would get them into the wrong 

environment. The TENEX system [TENEX] has the useful feature of 

allowing all control characters (16) to generate a variety of process 

interrupts. In this way no multiplexing of the break key need be done, 

and simple one character strokes can effect desired responses. Each 

control character can then invoke a special independent function. 

TENEX, for example, responds to control T by first beeping (indicating 

that the system is still there), and then giving a system load estimate 

and resources used since the last request. 

(16) A keyboard character sent with the control (CTRL) key pressed 
simultaneously. 
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5.4 Implementation of Command and Control Environments 

How the command and control environments are implemented is of 

concern because they may be implemented as user programs running 

unprotected in the user execution environment, .as on Multics. If this 

is the case, then these programs are also subject to interference from 

other user programs as discussed earlier. Control of a process is an 

essential feature; therefore in providing a robust environment it is 

necessary to protect the coQ11Dand and control environment. 

programs can be protected is now considered. 

How these 

5.5 Protecting the Command and Control Environments 

Protecting the command and control 

procedural packages implementing that 

The choices for doing this basically fall 

environment means that the 

environment must be protected. 

into two categories. The 

programs can exist in independent processes with separate address 

spaces, or they can share an address sp4ce and ,aemory with the user 

programs, as the support routines were ~!lowed to do.. The types of 

interactions between these programs and the others of the user domain 

can help in deciding which one to choose. 
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The messages to the command en·vironment are simple character 

strings. For the control enviromnen.t, meesa,aes are, more or less, 

"stop" and "go". Because of the nature of these messages, they are sent 

infrequently (usually once per user request). For this reason tight 

coupling, by memery sharing, b-atveea tbe two environments is not 

necessary, and efficiency of cocmnunication is not that important. Thus, 

virtual processors, or physical aeparat:ion might prove to be feasible, 
f 

particularly in light of the cu1!'rent trend towards "distributed 

computing". 

The National Softwre Works project tlf5Wl uaea the approach of a 

"front end" computer as a use~ to c .... ter netwi:ti"l fnt:erface~ The''hont 

end has some memory and a moderate atilount of processing power. It can 

parse user requests and for.mat them into a more rigid syntax eas1,.ly 

processed on a variety of host computers. Thus, front end processing 

can alleviate some load on the host. The front end can also prov~de a 

more reliable computing utility by having low level software choose 

different computers to perform actual requests, in the event of failure. 

The Distributed Computing System [DCS] has this goal in mind. 

A front end processor can also suppett local ·editing, allowing a 

user to compose and edit text with&ut liaking U.e of the host computer, 

thus further reducing the load''on the hes~. '!Character at a ti111e echoing 

can be supported by the front end wi"h special •'"'action~ ~ys forcing the 

transmission of words or lines to the host. This approach alleviates 

the need for the host computer to respond to each character typed by 
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each user and thus also helps in reducing system load. This last 

facility is in fact currently being implemented on the ARPANET [ARPANET, 

RCTE] • 

There are, however, problems with thia approach, one of which has 

to do with the program "loading" feature of th.e command. environment. 

The other problem is that some form of communication is needed between 

the control, command and user environments. The loading function and 

communication mechanism can, of course~ b~ in the supervisor, but 

arguments have already been presented for not placing similar basic 

functions not relating to system security there. The best place for 

these features is in the user environment, but as mentioned many times, 

programs are subject to failure there. To prevent this, the 

communication mechanism at the user environment end, and the program 

loading function, can be placed in the protected support routine 

environment described earlier. 

Another reason for not using multiple processes.is that the "stop 

and go" features of the control environment can very simply be 

implemented if there is only one execution point in the user's 

computation. It is obvious that if some signal .from the user causes 

immediate transfer to the control environment, the user program will 

automatically be stopped (much like an interrupt). Similarly, when the 

control environment transfers b.ack to the user program (much like a 

return from interrupt sequence), the "go" function is obtained. 
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There are arguments for not having interrupts, however, mainly 

based on complexity and design of programs that service them. The 

environment that the interrUJ>t handlers run in is generally fragile and 

not c-0mpletely sipeC'i:fi~<I dee t~ Po'a•fM'e;'flttct':f:mrit li'ffeeting it that 

were in progre'S'S llt'. t~ .itiitft (If tlN! illti!!'riuVtio\t·.; ·~ The pr"efet'red Option 

is to use processes When approPt:ta1:e'.: ·Thllft ptt)Cie8tte1111' simply waft ftlr 

When 

to oec ur again. 

handlers run in ls wll ~f'fft~. 

This scheme does not eliminate the need for interrupts, however, 

but limits the code that must be run during the actual interrupt 
'. ::.,J 

processing to that which perfonae scheduling functions. By nat~re, 
:j ~ I 

these scheduling functions are designed to execute in a man11er that does 

not require full system capabilties. For the actual stopping of the 

control can be. torn away fr{Jftt tlle execbt'i1tg coh-'. 

I have no argument' ~ainst the us~ of pt'obewae!f for such· functions 

except that on a lat8e syst'ftl, lib Mtiltl:~a. tire' pt-bcesaes are Very 
powerful proce11ai:ntf agents, tbe expenn 18' ft.~ly· 'tao great. tt ~uid 

can be implemented cheaply is discussed by Reed in his thesis 

[Reed 76b] • Such processes were used by a memory management design with 
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much success [Huber]. Lacking these cheap processes, it was decided to 

place these functions in the environment already set up for the support 

routines. This gives us the simple control over the process discussed 

above (because of the single execution point), and requires no 

additional tools for multi-process intercommunication to be developed. 

5.6 Design Decisions Based on the Protection Scheme 

The following sections describe decisions that were made solely 

because of the decision to place the colllllland and control environment irt 

the protected half of the user domain. In using a different approach, 

such as multiple processes, it is not immediately clear that the same 

decisions would have been made although given some thought, it would 

seem that they are not totally unreasonable because of other criteria 

such as delay time and load transfer to the front end processor. 

5.6.1 Command Processing Revisited 

As a result of placing the command and control environment in the 

protected half of the user domain, design decisions have to be made 

regarding the placement of each of the coinmand environment modules. The 

major factor that influenced the decisions discussed below was the 

desire to provide a path to the command processor that was unaffected 

by failures in the unprotected half of the user domain so that control 
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over the process could be maintained. Thus the "always used" modules, 

categorized earlier, are precisely the ones that ~ be in the 

protected enviromnent. The "optional'' ones need not be. however • 

Unlike the decisions made in the certification work discussed in 

appendix A, there is no exact minimal set of programs that have to be 

protected. The choice can therefore be based on considerations other 

than security. One rvle that cu b:e UMd j;a ~j,fi.-:lt can.be prowc-ted it 

should be", but this might lead to protecting the entire collection of 

programs in the user d~in. 

not essential support mod.uli4ls. 

remedied dyn,.am,icaUy when it ia di~.0;-,. KeAl-pill\g the f.r<>tected 

environment simple •190 helpa in UIM:leratattding and maintaining it 

leading to a more robust environafJllt. 

Obviously the command processor itself must be placed in the 

protected ~viro-.nt, as it is Ute· ea&tllllti&l ~Mnt of the. command 

environment. The active func.tion 1)t'oee.9&or. omUU'..' also exist :tn the 

protected en:viroMl!eftt becavae if it' fc·U., no c.flllllWlnd line .. will get 

through to the c()llQaQd proee .. or • Howevc, the eetive functi.ou 

themselves should not execute w,l.thia the: ;prp.t~~ esi,vtronment for thr.ee. 

reasons. First of all, they may be :~r aupplied; and miaht b.e in the 

process of being debugged. Secondly, the protected environment is 
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different from the one the user "sees". The working environment is 

supposed to be the one ·that controls the execution of the command. But 

by executing in the protected environment, active functions refer to the 

wrong working environment. Within the protected environment the active 

functions have access to more areas than the normal user programs, and 

know about more files or information than the user intended. 

Consequently, they might specify operations that should not or cannot be 

done (e.g. compile the command processor because its name matched "all 

PL/I programs"). There can also be naming conflicts between the 

protected environment and the normal execution environment. The user 

may request the compilation of a new version of a program but get the 

old one because it is found in the protected enviromnent. Finally, 

active functions are not required in order to pass a simple command line 

to the command processor, which is all that is desired for process 

control. 

The abbreviation processor must exist in the protected environment 

because it looks at every command line and could prevent any commands 

from getting through to the command processor if it fails. 

Finally, the command file processor need not be in the protected 

environment since it is not used for simple command lines and can 

therefore execute in the unprotected part of the user domain without 

fear of loss of control over the process. The choice of placement of 

this module was just a matter of taste and could have, just as easily, 

been placed in the protected environment. However, the decision for its 
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, 
placement was also due to a desire t-0 not clutter up the protected 

environment with non-essential support aodules. 

in the protected en.virortaen.t,. In pal't.lcular, .all control ... eovuon11ent 

commands such as t1 start",, . tQ c;01K:itaue a fft9PP4t.l , . co1Dfutatlon • aad 

II release",, to .abaadott • C«*PVt.aU.l()llr. aave to be . .e1tec~ed wi.:tbia the 

control. enviromeat. Since only. one c0tmand ,,iait;er.freter ~i"s, it baa 

to know that it should treat t"ee c~a4e diU •. rently. ,Tb¥&,, a table 

of commands to execute ia; the pro~ecte4 aviro-.t.,4n be .ueed which is 

looked at by the cOl'llJll.and interpreter. 

It is also usefvl to_previde an adeitional mechaniSlb for users to 

specify executiol). of a coamand. ifl t~ :protected environmetJt for just 

that one instance. AB examttle of such a pcogcaa ,,•igjJt, :be .the .access 

control setting program. Executitlg in the user pr<>gram environment, the 

access control program could not affect programs in the protected 

environment; this could only be done from within the protected 
; t ~ 

environment (this is exactly what is wanted, normally). However, a user 

might want to invoke the access control progratn once for specifically 

setting the access control list on a protected program, possibly for 

installing a new version of the command processor, and at another time 



escape mechanism is necessary. Justification for allowing this and 

still claiming to offer some protection for the support routines is 

found in the belief that the type of error described is a rare one and 

not expected to occur. After all, it is assumed that the user programs 

are not malicious in nature. 1.'hua maintaining thi• feature provides a 

single user interface to the command processor• 

An importaat queetion that 11tigbtt· ba· ·~liog the reader at th'i& 

point is "why should anyone tYust ll8CT :pro~ to behave respectably' 

?". This question deserves a goed an.-r .awm,i.a an :Wportant part of 

the overall design. 

exist in the supervisor and are protected froa all users; once beyond 

the supervisor boundary, one user cannot affect another. Partitioning 

the user domain only helped the user from self harm; no additional side 
. ! ' 

effects could occur. 'nlus, a truly malicious user, using the proposed 

system, could only affect the user portion of the process. No other 

user process, nor system program could be dmaaged. The proposed design 

is merely an optional aid to a willing uaer and not a must. 
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to merely add someone's identifier to a user program's access control 

list. The access control program should not always execute in the 

protected environment or it will have more access than it needs most of 

the time. This extra "freedom" allows mii;ltakes to have more serious 

effects than they would have had otherwiE?e. (17) Thus, the escape 

mechanism allows users to explicitly specify the times when commands 

should execute with increased privilege. All other times, commands 

execute in the less privileged user execution environment (except for 

those listed in the "special" list). Letting a program execute with 

only enough access and privilege to do its job has been a design goal 

known for many years and is discussed in [Saltzer and Schroeder 75] . 

The command processor escape mechanism coupled with the feature of 

allowing user prog'rams to call the command processor seems to point out 

a gaping hole in the protection of the support routines and the command 

and control environment programs. Apparently, any user program could 

call the command processor with the escape mechanism and cause a failing 

user program to execute in the protected environment and destroy it. 

One simple and obvious solution to this problem is to have the 

command processor recognize from which environment it is being invoked 

and ignore the escape mechanism in calls from user programs. However, 

this presents a different user interface and might possibly confuse 

users who wish to make use of the escape mechanism from within another 

program, such as the editor. For this reason, I feel that allowing the 

(17) This is similar to the major problem reported in thi.s thesis. 
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Chapter Six 

Signalling 

Signalling is discussed in this separate chapter mainly because it 

is a subject that can be factored out for simplicity. The reason for 

discussing signalling at all is due to the problems that appear when two 

domains interact so that signals can pass between them. This structure 

is relevant because of the method chosen to protect support routines of 

the execution environment. 

To treat this subject properly a model of signalling is described. 

Extensions to this basic model are then introduced so that it is useable 

in real world situations. Problems with signalling are then discussed 

to point out basic pitfalls in the original model of signalling. A 

solution to those problems is suggested that is based on a newly 

designed language (CLU). Finally, problems explicitly related to 

signalling in multiple rings are presented and discussed in the context 

of the model, its problems, and the solution presented. 
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6.1 Purpose of Signalling 

Signalling allow the establishmen.t of a procedure that knows how 
. , ; 

to deal with a particular situation, waually an error condition, and 

invokes that procedure at the time the condition is detected. Ile turn 

codes (an output paraaeter whoae value indicates success or failure of 

an operation) are often used to denote error situations. Signalling 

differs from simple return codes because the procedure to handle the 

error is called. at 'the time the Ktior ±a· th¢ec.lled :and 1118}'. alb>v the 

computation to proceed iaatread . oi 8'1\p\J' 1ltMIOling the coaputaUon end 

returning. 

6.2 A Model for Signalling 

The PL/I language has a facility, d·escr:tbed in the next paragraph, 

for dynamically setting up., calling, and removing condition handlers 

[Noble 69] • The method used for choosing which condition handler to 

invoke is straightforward and generally familiar and thus will be used 

as the basic model for signalling. The signalling mechanism used on 

Multics is based on this structure. I believe that Multics is the only 

system on which the entire collection O·f software operates under a 

common signalling framework. Thus it seems reasonable to use PL/I as a 

model. 
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In PL/I, handlers for various conditions are established by the 

execution of the "ON" statement. Multiple handlers may be set up for 

any condition in different procedures. The most recently established 

handler will be the one that is invoked upon detection of the condition. 

Handlers are automatically reverted when the establishing procedure 

returns. 

This mechanism allows any procedure to handle an.error locally or 

pass handling on to a system default hand~er or handler supplied by the 

calling procedure. Local handling is considered more appropriate by 

some since the local procedure. is more aware of the.actual situation at 

hand at the time of the error. Parnas [Parnas :7lb} however, describes 

how a high level routine may, in fact, be better equipped to. handle an 

error than a low level procedure simply because it timderstands the more 

global context and significance of the error. Mo·re will be said about 

this later. 
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6.3 Extensions to Signalling 

It has been found that being able to note the occurrence of an 

error but not handle it explicitly is useful. Similarly, taking only 

partial action towaTds fixing the prob:!•+ lliSllt ae -dec:ked. Using 

Parnas-· exa1a9le, aa l/IJ routine llliy- diccovw-·ta read eirrc>1'ilbu.t -does nait 

explicitly nandle ·the error •inee i't ta 1ut !Mraft-"·-Of t.be1wte or JMltld of 

the record. It may howe'\lft ':desi.Te co tllllliltC&i.W'"10caa lettdr 4t!Wtitt•ies 

and then ask it-s'<:aU.er .,~r it: -.bould<D81C-~'« i:tgae~e ~ o~adon. 

In these types of :e..-es '· Ooodenough'r.e f>GoacNn ..... 11U~] cPlMS opera Mon 

might pro¥e ·ctJM~l. MSS•-:81110. • ~, JtD Jtt,~·· A!Jl'\tiioit&y· discl-e1.m 

in.terest in (iurbltM"} ~cessinlf ol· ian -.· esa.,Cfim;;i~: --di.:1'.«~ ':that · ·the 

exception be passed on·to·some higher un:dler". 

Working in harmony with PASS is the useful extension of having a 

handler for any condition that is not explicitly named in a procedure. 

The condition name "any_other" [MPM] is used on Multics for this 

purpose. This extension is useful in light of the previous example 

where the tape I/O routine wanted to detect ill, errors and just make a 

note of them, then pass them on. It would be extr.emely awkward to list 

all possible conditions that could arise at any point and have the same 

processing for each. Furthermore, since error conditions can be user 

defined, it may not even be possible to identify all the errors that 

could arise. The any_other handler solves these problems. 
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A third extension to the signalling mechanism is the "cleanup" 

condition [MPM, Goodenough 75]. This condition is signalled in every 

block that is abnormally terminated (i.e. does not execute a "return" 

sequence). A handler that specifies the termination of a procedure 

because of an error automatically triggers this mechanism in the 

procedure(s) implementing that operation. This allows the procedure(s) 

to restore the original state of and/or eliminate "impossible states" 

[Parnas 72b] in its operation. 

6.4 Signalling Problems 

With the basics explained, it is now possible to discuss the 

problems associated with a PL/I-like signalling mechanism. The problems 

all arise from the ability for a handler to, be set up in one procedure 

that can handle conditions arising in anot:her procedure. This "feature" 

was introduced to overcome the "inconvenience" of specifying a single 

handler in separately compiled external procedures (multiple times). 

This "dynamic descendence" rule [Noble 69] of PL/I violates modularity 

and thus understandability of programs in two ways. 

First a low level procedure must know how its callers will react to 

errors arising in the procedure so that it will know what to expect from 

incomplete operations within itself (e.g. overflow). Thus, it cannot be 

programmed without knowledge of "layers" that use it and so it is not 

modular. A procedure may not be expecting any particular action from 
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its callers; it could depend on the system default handlers. However, 

any procedure may handle its own errors and unintentionally also handle 
' ~ ' j : 

errors of programs that it calls siaply because it has a handler for 

itself. 

Secondly, a h,fgh lev•l procedure, that bandl:ell· ei'rors of low level 

procedures . must know the •Y. in which the ttirro'r *9 cautted irt the low 

level so that it can handle it properly (Je'.·-g'. oftrflo:w t-esul'.ts in 

highest positive or negative value). 

A final problem arises when error handlerlil di~selv~s' ~enerate 

errors. In this situation the wrong handler say be chosen to handle the 

~rror. 

handlers for v-artous co~clitiott11. ;<A> ca11s' <b 'rinnilt:iTig' in an error in 

<B>. <B> d'oes not ha'ft a .h6nd1er 'fM' ~hat: ~7- :ft1>ectlng that the 

system def&ul t errot: h'amUet" Will euff!i,ee·,., .,r 'tbttt 'it:e 'can:er '1rt.Lll knoil 

what to do. Asaund._ <A> dRtt· h~ • twmctlv •fft' t'hat error (call the 

handler , <A'>)•, the ea11 a'teck wt:H ·look"l~M the' ftpr.c 6. 1 Ml ow., Now 

if <A'> should take an enor H~ bftffl'Mf; d'>•·a- · rumdler could g-et 

errors! <B>'s handler could obviously choose a completely different 

method than <A> for handling the error and thus <A#> "111 not function 

properly. 

These problem• all arise from the incO'liptete· epecif tcation of error 

ltandling within each module. I a11 not at"~uittt for not · allbwing higher 

level handlers to "handle" errors of low level procedures; I agree with 
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<A'> 

<A> 

Parnas that this is reasonable, subject .to certain restrictions. I 

contend (like Parnas) that these mechanisms shQuld be explicitly coded 

into the procedures. The "inconvenience" of doing this would be more 

than paid off in terms of understandability and ease of debugging of 

such software. 

Thus, every module would explicitly detail its error handling 

intentions with possible options 'like "ON ANY OTHER CALL 

SYSTEM_DEFAULT_HANDLER" or "ON ANY_OTHER .ABQllT" fo_r the conditions not 

explicitly handled in the procedure itself. For passing of conditions 

upward the "pass" mechanism may be employed but I think that passing on 

the same condition that arose _in the low 1.evel procedure is a violation 

of modularity since the operation of the low level procedure must be 

known by the high level procedure in order to-effectively deal with the 

error. A better approach would be to have the low level call a high 

level routine allowing it to return values such as "abort", "continue", 
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"retryn, or "use this answer" in a mor~ global •nse. In this way the 

types of responses are known in adva:ttCe~ Mo'l:'e, "111 be said on this in 

the next section. Either way, the error handling should still be 

explicit and hawe the programmer and prograai reader aware of what is 

going 011. 

The CLU language [Ld.sk.ov] provides for just such explicitness in 

error handling [CLUnote 43, CLUnote 60]. Any error not handled by a 

procedure automatically causes t}\at ~oce4ure to be terminated and 

results in a nfailu~~- ~f mechani.:_" ~~nclitioC:. to b~; signalled to its 

caller. Any upward ·"t:l'aJ'.r" {Paraaa 1!1f} flf~ ·1-t!'f'ef 'handling of 1!0w 

level errors) lilUst ·be explieitly c-oded. · 

The only problem with CLU bas to do with debqging. This aspect is 
·.L'.'-, -: '. t :rt J:.: ::··•,;;:'···{:.<~ . !• ~.~ r·· 

extremely important since it is a major topic of concern in this thesis. 

On Multics there is a default error handler at the "base of the stack" 

debugsittg is pos.sfltle. 

terminato&s the pirocedure 'SO ''11o dyft .. :LC, ._ ... ,irtW is po$si'ble. etM' 

enthusiasts clam thillt '1deibu19ing; imod4f'' «?•~<be ·t~ ·•6tt .:tmm 'pr~tmtitig 

any termina.t:iona dUe . to a 

problems as.rlciated wttb. it. 
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First• clel:n1111Ds .,ct4a auat be 

default handler u alwaya tber•· Of; cOtll'.•, ttc.U alway• ~e cmabled 
- 1\ '. - -. . ,·. • 

but that leads to a1,1otber prol>l•~ ',Dl1' ,MC.,..,; ,p~l.fldl .. i.• tba"~ ·.a 
.:!ti:l.UNl~h:: a•ilf{-t r J <1t· , .. 

normal, ·~,_ct.« failtire_of~•cN•i• .~\" ~t •-'·"" t~lY, ~dled 

~1 c.he, ,~~1~~~, :'~4~~ !~"!<~~~ !?tt~~:"'n~1t~Y'~~"! ':~~~~"'-L~· the 
computation could ut CO:fttillUe :tr.l~9t ae:Jtiag-~1'&1Dllaaagn and 

t !I:.~··:.; _.... ~ ._ ~ ; "l"' ~.;,~ (: -~i:v.::r~ :~ « ; 1 t ~:fk-e.J.-~4f_& .1 ~Ftl:. :~r-der~~: -,~•1'1~1- --~ j , • -J-~!~6.J,n-0:.I I 9 n··.J 
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.... J. ,,_;,-..;, .H ,.4~~ •. - 6 ... ·.'.HU ,;-~-c•~"-h ~!-'?·'""T-.frJ.-_._ ~u~ lo.'!.~~ - G;~~-~·~;:n:• J:-f-1~".~ -~f .. 

·.t '. ··-tha··Oid'f':'eolutili!HVF haW1tilae • .....,_. #.i~ ~hlifit[:J 'iw l :~t 

.,.~·- .ptlfi ·-...1+~ ... - .,..,, ..... ,-. ~1.8 

1 ~¥far_. •• baWAe !tWit ciMlt.._ ~ktl•-..U IPE.~~,_.:.._g · 

,.,. cottt4._..- .aftlfi*$f.A:-eFf- lfl6t~-...jrltt,-J>.~-a:,.nlttia0i:. ~'W!!.. 

:ptoc._..,_ .. ,_.,-.&ti•19rtCliai• ._.,~._ .. 11•~--··"fltifael'-1 Wl 'Wer 

; "·' 1::.> :. ;d ¥_;•t: ~ .. ~'1f.f;,Ji i)Jo<1,\,s Jl ool;JtJlJJl.;;; i.u.:Jnl~ 

Givea tut auch a aecll,aa1 .. ·CO'll.W '- ,_ ··1-· 1$f, cit weuU ... that 
,;~ ;,~.;Vf«'1:"f :_,fl ,;~.'! .:l:>it'L:~.;;.- j~T"<p<t :'}lfl'·· .&,&J:.l 1)'t:·'1;; i;il: 

ideal aipalltl)1 MC:baniw 1111)Ul4 be •a'tltttl•· 
;.f'. !t,<P: f, '. -; td"t;•ofl<E f;!li('S.. '.lH:ol ~.tff " • .o.jt!~ ~;Ml;f;'lJ !$'dj i11 ;i;11lL<J'1 

the 

j ' ' . '~ 
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6.5 Multi-Ring Signalling 

Assuming standard PL/I aignalling is provided for in a multi-ring 

environment, the fitat problea that arises follows a simple inward call. 

If an error occurs in the lower ring and is not handled there 

. explicitly:. PL/I di~tat~• thac. tile . iai.gn,.l sbo~lJI pc:0p.11s•te to the 

caller. However• ·~ t• .c•ller ie .i.a a hi.-.r rtag •d tw• lef!ls 

privileg~' chan~ are that it could -~ diiNl Mttb tibe,. ae~ual ~rt:~r 

since it can~t af.fect . 4-t~e , .~ -; low,ar r.tng. 12\"" it seems 

\&Selese to. allow ·~..-ls tC>. paas out~..t. · lut et: .allo~g,' sipals ~o 

pass ou.tward ~pparencly ~r•.tc~~ ...._. •• nW: ,Mt'lier, ~ar,4ing htgh 

level handling of errors. Since the higher riag knowa: ~e, "out .. the 

global situation it should have a say in wh•t should occur if an error 

is detected. This a,parettt conflict can be resolved by the proper 

coding of the lover ring. The lower ring should .!!21 allow the higher 

ring to handle internal errora like "OVl"1-0W'', rather it should just 

indicate a logical error in the lower ring. Thea the higher ring can 

simply indicate that the lower ring should either retry the operation or 

abort. It is situations like this that Parnaa may have been alluding to 

in discussing "upward traps" (Parnas 72b], but he does not explicitly 

say it. Similarly, Goodenough' s "PASS" operation seems to pass on the 

handling of the original error. This is where I disagree; the fact that 

an error occurred should be made known and a higher level should be 
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allowed to decided whether to continue or abort, but should not handle 

the original error. 

It is in situations like this that Multics falls down. On Multics, 

if an unhandled error is detected in a lower ring the computation is 

aborted. The outer ring is notified of this fact but cannot ask for a 

retry or continuation from that point. There is currently no general 

mechanism for inner ring programs to specify a "checkpoint" and wait for 

outer ring intevention to continue. (18) The checkpoint feature allows 

some inner ring history to be preserved so that if continuation is 

desired, the inner ring need not recompute everything up to the point of 

the error; it would merely continue from the checkpoint. The checkpoint 

feature, however, should not allow the partial results to be seen by the 

outer ring. Any other request given in between the time of the error 

and the continuation or abort should function normally and independently 

of the partial results held in the inner ring. The checkpoint is merely 

a technique to help improve efficiency in cases where the prec0D1putation 

involves a sinificant amount of resource usage. However, the checkpoint 

feature is not required for the proper operation of the signalling 

mechanism. 

The second problem in multi-ring signalling has to do with outward 

calls. Outward calls is how the command environment that exists in an 

inner ring would call a user procedure. If the default error handler 

(18) Errors during dynamic linking are an exception to this; 
handled as a special case and are "restartable". 
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should be protected as a common mechanismt signals have to travel from 

the outer ring to the inner rinR to activate the default error handler. 

But. there is .no wa.y to guarantee thft the· ntechatt'i'Bll· used t'.o 'transmit the 

condition from the outer ring to the itlrter t'f:ft\J' ts bre•k}iroof since it 

To solve this problem the procedure that does the signalling in the .. 
outer ring can be placed in the inner ring (the protected environment). 

It would then be able to signal conditions normally on the outer ring 
' "' ; ~; f"; 

stack and then switch over to the inner ring stack if no handler were 
' i. ,, 

found or if there were an error while attE!aptinJ to signal such as a 

misthreaded stack in the outer ring. 

outstanding· i-nvocat.ions of t.:he il\Wr · 'rittg. • Wow, if the second 

invocation of the :lnne'f' rtttg wre "a •1nltiJl:~eulit-e of tlie fit st, the 

second invocation might depend 01' :ct'ift4fti.on 'Ma~tt!rs in its })'arent 

procedure. 

outer ring would have a chance of f'ielding an error in the' second 

invocation of the inner ring before the expected handlers of the parent 

procedure in the inner ring would get control (if ever). 

Usin.g a· debugger and figure '6• l •• a• e~le: corrsfder <A> to be 

the main procedure of the debugger and <A'> to be an internal procedure 

called by an activated breakpoint. Let <B> be the program that is being 

debugged. Now if <A'> signals a con.diti&n, <B> wuld i Have a ehance to 
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field it, not allowing <A>, the main debugger program, to properly 

handle it. This example is somewhat contrived and may not seem 

realistic enough to the reader. However, programs are written with 

internal procedures and the error handling may be expected to work this 

way. Because of the 1exical proximity of the internal procedures, tlw 

programmer might not consider the problem discussed. Again tlH' solution 

is complete specification of error handlers even in suhprocedures, and 

elimination of the "dynamic descendence" rule. 
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Chapter Seven 

Implementation, Conclusions, and Future Research 

7.1 Implementation 

An implementation of some of the ideas in this thesis was 

undertaken to show that 1) the user environment can be partitioned in 

the manner described, 2) all the interactions between the environments 

were identified, and 3) rings are efficient for this separation. 

Multics was chosen as the system on which to implement the test 

environment because it supports the process model described in chapter 

two and suffers from the problems described in chapters one and two. 

Furthermore, Multics has rings implemented in hardware which would 

undoubtedly help make the implementation efficient. Finally, Multics 

was an easily available system to experiment on. 

Chapter four discusses guidelines for support routine coding that 

facilitate their separation and protection. Those guidelines are 

basically modular design providing functional abstractions and data 

hiding. Experience with the test implementation reinforces the belief 

that protection would be simpler for those routines that followed the 

guidelines suggested, and harder for those that did not. In particular, 

both the event manager and timer manager (discussed in chapter four) 

were designed and coded as functional ab.stractions. Thus, by merely 
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assigning those procedures to the lower user ring and writing simple 

transfer vectors as gates to the e:ru;rY,poin~~·:; the ev~nt and timer 

mechanisms were protected. 

On the other hand, the design of the I/O system programs did not 

provide for information hiding. This forced I/O access prog?'.a~.s t.o lQlow 

the exact layout of the control blocks and to manipulate the blocks 

directly because of the lack of functional abstractions • . , ~ : : ., Althoug~ the 

ideas in the I/O system are. good (st;re&\11JI- ~th: h~gh level ,int,eractions) 

[Feiertag and Organick 71J •, tha iap~~.~~ifn .U~, it. ,~tllpos~ibl,e to 

protect any of the featu.re~ of the I/O •l!•t~ ,Not pt:.o~~ct~,!1,8. the I/0 
. ' 

system as a wh~le did not a.ffect the "~~1'!l•ct:.i;~ .. b.etwe~ll .t'.?e... user and 

the command and cont.rol en~.iroment, h,o~~er.-, ~e, a.~~.Jchia.ent of t.he 

terminal was "owned" by the ~nn..,_. ri'i1:3 ~I Jh .. coul~ ~t ?-~ ~~!ect,ed "Y 

user written progr&J!IS. 
; -~ . 

With the modules idenHfte<i; t1tt!' pr«Jtitcted 
.. , 

eriv fro nm en t was 

established 
. . . , ' ' ' : . . ') ·; ,- '1 1 : :,. -~, ·- (. l .:, i 

and a scheme far makinS. outW.t11· calls' and subsE!quent inward 

returns was designed and implement,e.~. ~~ ~~~~~~~?Jl,~~ti.,at this point 

was that of the original Multics proceas:; a user typed a c°.IDDland .line 
r, . • ;. "! ' "· ' - :.;_.~· - ; • ' 

and the specified proJ_ra11s we-r~ found~ elt~u~ed, ~l\d. fo~low.ed by a rel!ldY 

message. The only difference was that the specifif3d command was 
; ~·•.;. I - ''I > • "-< - . .\.. • 

executing in a ring of less privilege fh~'.1: ,t~~ "1.10rm~l''., ~~ef ring, which 

might cause the program to trip ov•r,_~~corr~ct a;ccess.iproblems •. 09) 

l . 

{19) Since users were basically not concerned tdtlf··r'!ngs, and programs 
only ran in a single ring, access was ueually granted only to ring 4 
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Incorrect access to the command and control environment programs was 

just what was desired, though. 

Earlier I described how a user gets into the control environment. 

Briefly repeating it here, the user presses the break or attention key 

on the terminal and is then talking to the control environment. 

Examining how this is actually accomplished identifies a problem on 

Multics. 

The break is noted by terminal control software in the supervisor. 

A process interrupt is generated which causes the computation in the 

user's process to cease, and a condition "quit" is signalled on the 

user's stack in the PL/I defined manner. (20) Usually, the only handler 

for the quit condition is a default handler called when no other 

handlers have been found, and the bottom of the stack is reached looking 

for one. At this point, the listener/command processor modules are 

called, essentially entering the command environment. The process 

interrupt acts just like an interrupt on other systems in the sense that 

control is torn away from the executing procedure and is transferred 

elsewhere. This process interrupt essentially implements the "stop" 

mechanism of the control environment. Some of the commands the user may 

type actually execute in the protected environment, as described 

earlier, and perform the other control environment functions. 

(the default when setting access is to choose the current ring). 
initially, many access problems were encountered. 

(20) See chapter six for details on signalling. 
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Because the control environment is in a different ring now, care 

must be exercised to be sure that the quit signal is directed to that 

ring. Unfortunately, in the current system, all signals, including 

those arising from process interrupts, are signalled on the stack of the 

current ring of execution. This means that when actually executing a 

user program, the quit signal would be first signalled on the user 

program stack, and then, if directed properly, would continue on the 

protected environment stack. Thus, a destroyed user program stack could 

prevent returning to the control environment forever! 

Timers are implemented as process interrupts too. Thus an inner 

ring wishing to be notified at a certain time, or after a certain amount 

of chargeable execution time, would be subject to user stack integrity. 

This sort of dependency obviously violates ring structure and the goals 

set forward in chapters one and two. 

Recently a proposal a been made to solve thts problem. The 

solution is simply to poll inner rings first when a process interrupt 

condition is to be signalled. Thus an inner ring has "first crack" at 

handling these conditions and would allow user programs to handle them 

only if they were of no interest to the inner ring at that time. 

The problem of user programs wanting to handle quits comes up again 

here. (21) The solution proposed in chapter five is useable here as 

well; the quit key can be multiplexed by some means and the proper 

(21) This was discussed in chapter five. 
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process interrupt will be generated depending on the "severity" of the 

abort that the user wanted. 

Error condition handling resulted in a study of error signalling 

mechanisms in detail. The results of the study are presented in chapter 

six. The implementation · finessed some of the problems discussed in 

chapter six· with special case code that handled the more common 

problem~. 

In summary, the implementation proved that the proposed separation 

could be done, and furthermore, w,as relatively easy given a certain good 

style of coding to deal with. Simple experiments indicated that the 

cost of using the implementation was appro.ximately two to three times 

that of the original system when exec.uting a program that did nothing 

more than return. For more complicated programs, the cost was 

essentially a fixed overhead (of two or three times the normal program 

invocation cost, as in the "noth:lng" program) which becomes 

insignificant when compared to a PL/I compilation, for example. The 

cost can be expected to decrease if more users were sharing the code, 

but the amount is not determinable. 
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7. 2 Conclusions 

This thesis sbowa how system deaitamn."li'• iilrtereablcl in a system wi.-<th 

self-protection measures, can both be satisfied by a rather simple 

hardware mechanism that provides (at least) three protection 
' ,, 

environments. Digital Equipment Corporation included three protection 

environments in the PDP 11/45 (and extensions to it), but failed to 

provide an ordering for all three; one environ11ent, "kernel" mode, was 

given usual supervisory privileges but the remaining two were left 

unordered. This thesis discusses why the ordering of privileges is 
.n J 

needed and useful to facilitate the eatabliahment of a program 

development environment. In addition, this thesis shows that rings are 
'' 

indeed useful, and suggests that designers shc>uld consider including a 

ring-like mechaniS111 in new systeas. 
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7.3 Areas for Future Research 

Many of the concepts discussed in this thesis constitute areas 

needing more research. Primarily, the problems of the "ideal solution" 

require research and experience with domain oriented systems to 

determine how the various components of the user environment should be 

managed. It may turn out that to solve some of the problems pointed out 

in chapter two, such as the access required by a linker or debugger, 

rings may be needed. 

Better high level languages with more intelligent compilers can 

help solve some of the problems of the programmer. More often than not 

it is the problem of representation of information that causes 

programmers to invent unclean techniques in their programming. CLU 

[Liskov 76] might help in this respect, allowing users to define 

extended type objects and procedures to manage them and preventing any 

other procedures' from manipulating the internal structure of the 

extended type objects. 

The programmer's apprentice concept [Hewitt] can be a very valuable 

aid to the programmer, but this seems years off. The concept of front 

end processors requires more research to decide the functionality and 

level of independence from the host required by the front end to make it 

suitable for use with differing machines, a collection of similar 
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machines (as in a network), and a combination of these two ideas. ln 

the future we might encapsulate the complete command and control 

environment, discussed in chapter five, in a personal computer that 

would determine the resouces required for any command and dynamically 

acquire them from a network of resources. 
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Appendix A 

Certification and Kernel Simplification 

With the growing trend of entrusting computer based systems with 

important company information and/or finances, as well as computerized 

cash flow, it becomes important to many companies to have a guarantee or 

proof that the system will not malfunction nor produce erroneous 

results., because the system is now dealing llith real dollars. Thus the 

concept of certifying a system came about which meant that someone was 

willing to guarantee that a system functions properly under all 

circumstances and will not allow unauthorized modes of access to the 

system or data. In particular, the system has to be shown to 1) not 

release information to unauthorized personnel, 2) not allow unauthorized 

modification of information, and 3) not allow one user to deny service 

to another. It is hard to prove these types of negative attributes 

about a computer system because modern systems are so large and have 

many complex transactions going on within them. Many researchers are 

working on developing methods that can automatically verify that a 

system performs as specified, but even the specification techniques have 

not yet been perfected. One problem with developing specifications is 

that all the types of interactions are not fully known or understood 

especially in a system which has some degree of undec·idedness built into 

it (i.e. multiple processes and their scheduling). Automatic program 

verification techniques are still in their infancy and furthermore would 
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usually require rewriting the entire system in a new language with other 

constraints. Thus, the only alternative at this time is to review the 

code of the system manually and understand it fully so that it would 

then be possible to decide if the system is "secure". 

An approach to ease the:burden oa a syatetll ~ft'tifier~ or even m~ke 

a seFu~ity !f.e,;nel af:ld le,av.e itll ~~her functions out!tlde. · This app'roach 

enables a ce+tifier to :f;gnore. all those prog,raas outsid'f! the 'Security 

kernel, and thus lea.vee beh-1nd a -.alil.er ·amouD!t ot:·c:-Ode to be exntned. 

It is obvious that lesa cod., .. would he ·easier; eio.- r•iew an.d compreh~nd. 

Thus, any programs not dealing with the security of the system, as 
1 ' -

~ ;' , ' . ; 

described by the three points mentioned above, should be removed from 

the supervisor. In keeping with this aim, Janson and Bratt have 

described how the dynamic linker and name apace manager can be removed 
~~· ··; 1 '. ' ;i 

from the Multics supervisor [Janson 74, Bratt 75). 

In the past, however, taere was ano.tllw reason •Wt\y· 'progrsmlii, which 

were primai;ily '*8er progNlts, , should• not be .:tar' the etrpet'Visor. This 

reason was based on the • "pr.inciple · .· 'Of. · · . least privilege'" 

[Saltzer and Schroeder 75] when dec•iding .proper- 0 ])1eement o-f a module. 

This pi:-inciple, st;,ated simply, JQ~ane .. that a 0 .progr-&111 .should only have as 

much access as it needs to do i:ts job.- ;Qt.herwit~• >ptbig,ramming errors tn 

one program may lead to tne <lest ruction ,o.r uarelated databases and other' 

programs, which obviously is fatal in a supervisor. ·.(22) 'fhU guideline 
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was followed as a simple rule of good design; but now, certification 

researchers realize that uneeded access makes it harder to certify a 

system correct because it must be shown that programs do not take 

advantage of extra privileges they might posess in addition to showing 

that they do their job correctly. It is net unusual to discover that 

good design principles also fit in well with certification work, as seen 

in this thesis. 

As a result of the certification work, it became apparent that the 

user environment would fill up with modules that were previously 

protected, and now these programs would be subject to the same 

programming errors that harm other user programs. This loss of function 

due to the increased fragility of the user domain is what this thesis 

is about. 

(22) In fact, this is the same problem t~at is being attacked in this 
thesis, only this time the effects are more serious than a lost user 
process. 
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